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IP Resources International Sponsors
Microsoft Alumni Foundation Annual
Celebration
Company Is One of Only Three Organizations External to Microsoft to
Do So

LOS ANGELES, CA -- (MARKETWIRE) -- 09/27/12 -- IP Resources International, a wholly
owned subsidiary of Hanover Portfolio Acquisitions, Inc., (OTCQB: HVPA), an intellectual
property licensing and commercialization company, announced today that for the second
consecutive year, it is proud to be a sponsor of the Microsoft Alumni Foundation annual
Celebration held on October 1, 2012 on the Microsoft Campus in Redmond, Washington.

IP Resources has fostered a relationship with the Microsoft Alumni Foundation since 2011,
when the Company was also a Showcase Sponsor of the Foundation's 2011 Celebration.

This year, IP Resources is honored again to be one of a few organizations to be a Showcase
Sponsor of the 2012 Microsoft Alumni Foundation Celebration. This year, the Foundation
gathers for an evening that celebrates the philanthropy of Microsoft alumni and 30 years of
the Microsoft Giving Campaign. The Celebration is attended each year by current as well as
former key executives from Microsoft. Also in attendance are executives from the
Foundation as well as local community leaders.

"We are proud to be a sponsor of Microsoft Alumni Foundation events. The Foundation
supports philanthropy and a coming together of the Microsoft Alumni Family to leverage their
resources to make a difference for others. IP Resources intends to foster interest in our
licensed intellectual properties which we believe to be part of the solution in improving the
lives of others through technology," stated IP Resources Chairman and CEO, Alan Collier.

Rowland Hanson, IP Resources' Managing Director and former VP of Corporate
Communications at Microsoft, added, "The Microsoft Alumni community is keenly interested
in improvements to the living conditions of people around the world as well as the
environment. As a sponsor of Celebration, IP Resources will have the opportunity to
highlight new technologies to some of the top influencers in technology."

About IP Resource International

IP Resources International, Inc. is an intellectual property management firm that specializes
in the commercialization of compelling technologies through joint ventures and international
licensing. The Company specializes in the commercialization of technologies within the
healthcare, energy, consumer electronics, and internet industries.

http://www.microsoftalumni.org/Events/celebration_2012.aspx
http://www.microsoftalumni.org/Events/sponsors.aspx
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